
mining

history

Grab a sticky note and add

your name. Next to your

name find an icon that

represents you

 Intro / General

Art, History, and Cultural Interpretation

CreateClive.com
Art, History, and Cultural Interpretation

Listening Session 

2/10/2021  4pm

Contact: Amanda Grutzmacher

agrutzmacher@cityofclive.com

(515) 867-5126

1. What do you

like about living,

playing, or

working in the

District today?

2. What are

some existing

issues and

challenges that

you experience

in the District?

3. What are

your ideas for

the future of

the District?

4. What are notable

historical and cultural

features of the

neighborhood that

you know of today?

How are these stories

celebrated or shared?

5. What stories or cultural

aspects of the neighborhood

should be shared, elevated, or

celebrated more? How can we

share more stories, histories of

the different cultures

represented in the District?

What ideas do

you have for

this?

6. What are your

thoughts on the public

art installations

throughout the District?

Before today, were you

aware of this program? 

7. Are there examples from

other neighborhoods or

cities that you’ve seen that

could serve as inspiration

for the future of this area,

regarding cultural,

historical, or educational

interpretation?

How can the

city support

this?

How are

stories

shared

today?

How can public

art be integrated

into future plans

for the area?
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Breanne
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Karen

Original

Clive

Swanson

House &

Depot

Clive Road

(86th St)

Historic Clive

Road

wayfinding

signsSteel bridge,

aluminum

bridge

(doesn't exist

today)

original Clive

Schoolhouse burned,

moved into a quonset

hut (where Jiffy Lube

is today); there was no

sewer access at the

time
Why is Clive

School in

Windsor

Heights? 

mining

history in

Clive

relics of

mineshafts

maps

around 

finding other

ways to

include art

beyond

visual art

like the masonry

screening along

86th Street.

Gives a cohesive

look to the

corridor. 
distinct to

this area
continuity

multicultural

change in

the last 30-

35 years. 

schools are

very diverse

cultural

festival

primarily

involves

mexican

families

great

amenity

Iowa History,

connection

with school

district

how can we tell

the stories of

the

neighborhood?

markers around

Clive explaining

history of places,

connecting to a

phone application

(audio) 

some places are

residential (now),

difficult to

implement

walking tour;

stories of

Clive

cemetery

tours of

historic

figures in

Clive

Marilyn Daniel,

Sharon Aasheim,

clipped news

articles for

decades (?), place

to look for stories

Mildred's

(Swanson)

Stories --

notebook at

Swanson House

Clive Good

Idea Club:

started 1918

Story of the

history of the

City's

namesake

history of the

City goes back

further than the

founding of the

City

Campbell

Park

former site of

moonlighter

inn

history of

city

boundaries

first

houses in

Clive

changes in

development

throughout this

area. was once

all farm land

1960s

1990s

Historical

Society has

focused on 'Old

Clive'. could

expand to other

areas of the City

outside of Clive

don't know about

the 'old clive' and

assume the City

has all been built

since 2000

history of this

neighborhood

Old Clive

Road: 2-lane

'race track' in

1970s

public art

commission: art

is

commissioned

statewide $500

stipend for

submitting

a proposal

art along the

trail: way for

artists to get

exposure;

Iowa artists

Bill Dykus (sp?):

86th Street Plan +

public art

program =

catalyst for these

programs

citizen

involvement

with the

public art

program

Dairy Queen!

Local shop:

Black Cat

Ice Cream?

Linnan

Park

ice cream shop in

Waukee, bikeable/

walkable


